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Photo: San Francesco della Vigna (Venice) 
The Last Supper by Francesco Rizzo da Santacroce
by Didier Descouens

This November Extra puzzle is also the Tiebreak Puzzle for the 2020
3D Crosswords World Championship. To qualify for the World
Championship, solvers must have successfully solved at least 12 of the
2020 puzzles (which may include the August Extra). This Tiebreak
puzzle must be correctly solved in order to win the World Championship.
It can also form the 12th qualifying puzzle to secure entry.

13

World Championship entrants must also write and submit two cryptic
clues, one each for a word and a phrase obtained from within the
solutions of this puzzle. The word to be clued should be found at
5aw,6d (35), with the phrase located at 6d,6ac (5,5).
The deadline for submitting both a correct solution and the two clues (if
submitting these) is January 15 2021.
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1 1ac

The winner of the World Championship will be the solver
whose combination of clues is judged to have shown the most
originality and creativity in their cluewriting, whilst maintaining
a good and fair standard of cryptic cluemanship.

2 1d

3 2aw

One showing somewhat
avantgarde tendencies?
Warning of danger once Irreverently experimental,
artwork is put up (5)
originally (5)

4 2d

Rabies? Sally’s saluki
has it (5)

5 3aw

6 4ac

7 4d

8 5d
Politician wants FA move
to far right, with new
attempt to deceive (32)

Something used to
make 9 the essential
ingredient of sausage
batter (5)

Trailer carrying 9 in
Indian city (5)

Must try tango featured
in Cheers (5)

What finally implies
scandal by Bob, Bill, or
David the original 9
head? (5)

11 6d

12 7aw

13 8ba

14 9ac

15 10to

Cut slice’s first picked
up? Not quite (5)

One of the dates
someone might have
kept hidden in pantry,
next to stollen (5)

Crazy menu’s Jewish or
Christian 9 (5)

20 13up

21 14ba

22 14up
Hole that regularly
appears in 9 (5)

29

9 6ac

10 6to

70s group that was
produced by 25, right
up to the end (5)

Set of six to love, in
book by advanced
setter (5)

Split bill? It’s split with
little resistance (5)

Dutch banker’s gone off
briefly, needing 10
shortly after 9’s been
cut (5)

16 11ba

17 11to

18 12ac

19 12aw

Cross beyond China,
missing English 9 (5)

Space race leader
nursing an endless
assortment of annoying
strains? (5)

Alternative piece of
music Oasis plays (5)

Something in which 9
might be 27, that’s
without a lid?
Rubbish! (5)

25 16up

26 17to

27 17up

28

Slower off 11 (5)

Pope shot by bishop?
The clown! (5)

Like Nancy’s pain:
beginning to bloody hurt,
by the sound of it (5)

Football player no longer Salmon steak, when
27 (5)
banned, we hear (5)

23 15ac

24 16to

Former resident of
Something put in 22 9 – Number 10 means to
chuck something
possibly 27 beans,
primarily for daughter (5) out? (5)

SUN

30
Enter online at
bit.ly/3D2020NovX
by 15 January 2021
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This November Extra puzzle is also the Tiebreak Puzzle for the 2020
3D Crosswords World Championship. To qualify for the World
Championship, solvers must have successfully solved at least 12 of the
2020 puzzles (which may include the August Extra). This Tiebreak
puzzle must be correctly solved in order to win the World Championship.
It can also form the 12th qualifying puzzle to secure entry.
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World Championship entrants must also write and submit two cryptic
clues, one each for a word and a phrase obtained from within the
solutions of this puzzle. The word to be clued should be found at
5aw,6d (35), with the phrase located at 6d,6ac (5,5).
The deadline for submitting both a correct solution and the two clues (if
submitting these) is January 15 2021.

